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Observations on the Griffin-cauldron

I, Introduction

The griffin-cauldron is one of the most representative products of

the "orientalizing" phase of early Greek art. The type seems to have

entered Greece from the Near East in the late eighth century B.C. at

about the same time that the first obviously oriental motifs were in

vading Greek vase-painting, and it seems to have died out in the first

quarter of the sixth century B.C. at the time when the orientalizing

animal friezes were being ousted from the better vases by the developed

black-figure style.

Although no griffin-cauldrons or griffins from them have been found

in the East, it can be shown that the type of griffin used to decorate

them stems from Northern Syria (1) and that the stands on which they

rested were of oriental types (2). These large, ornate bronze vessels,

which became very popular during this period as dedications in the larger

sanctuaries of Greece, symbolize the influx of wealth into Greek art which

ia the real key-note of the orientalizing period. Wealth in the material
sense is represented by their size and material and elaborate workman

ship, and a new wealth of the imagination by the fantastic Easterr^^nonsters
here being Introduced into the repertory of the Greek craftsman.

Essentially, a griffin-cauldron consisted of a large, round-bottomed
bronze bowl with an incurving shoulder from which bronze protomes of
griffins project^fat intervals around the vessel. The griffin protomes
were of two types, the one made of sheet-bronze hammered to shape around

a core, the other hollow-cast. The yammered griffins that we have are
! stiffer, stockier, and more rugged in appearance than the cast examples.

I

which tend to graceful curves and harmonious stylization of the various
I parts. It seems certain that the hammered protomes are mostly earlier
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than the cast ones, and that original oriental importations, if they

exist in Greece, are to he sought among this group (3). Size as well

as date has some influence on the matter, however. Very large protomes

seem never to have been entirely cast. A hammered protome from Olympia

which is 0.65 m. tall even without the cylindrical cuff which attached

it to the cauldron is so close in style to some .of the cast examples

that it must be their contemporary (4). A more usual prodedure for very

large protomes was to cast the head separately and join it on to a neck

I made of hammered bronze. These protomes are sometimes spoken of as

transitional between the hammered and cast varieties (5), but "transition

al here is not to be taken in the chronological sense.

Being round-bottomed, the bowl had to be set on a special stand,

usually either a conical stand made of hammered sheet-bronze or a ring-

tripod stand made of iron rods with bronze fittings. Actually it might

be more correct to use the term "griffin-krater" rather than "cauldron^,'

which I am using here as being the commonest term for this class of
bronzes. Our only ancient literary reference to the vessel calls it
» ancient representation of one in use shows
women drawing wine from it (7). Further, the conical metal stand which
appears in all the ancient representations and was found together with
the preserved examples in a few cases could not possibly have been set

over a fire. Assyrian, reliefs show bowls (griffinless, to be sure) on

similar conical stands being used as kraters (8). The other type of stand
which occurs with the griffins, namely the rigg-tripod stand, could

conceivably have been set over a fire, but the fact that this form exist-
in Greece throughout the Geometric Period parallel to the tripod-lebes

®hggoata that its function was different, that is, that it was a stand

intended for cooking. (9). The same fact suggests also that the
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ripg-tripod stand was not traditionally connected with the griffin-

vessel in the same way as the conical stand was.

Our knowledge of these kraters comes from three sources: a single

literary reference, a few representations of the vessel in contemporary

af^t, and numerous remains of the objects themselves. The griffin pro-

tomes, especially those which v;ere cast rather than hammered from sheet-

metal, being the least fragile part of the kraters, are the part most

frequently preserved today. The stands, or parts of them, have survived

in only a few instances, and the cauldrons themselves in still fewer.

Some evidence for the form and dating of the bronze vessels is also to

he derived from imitations of them in contemporary pottery. (10)

The one literary reference is in Herodotus. After describing an

unintentional but highly profitable voyage of the Samians to Tartessus,

the first commercial voyage to this Spanish port ever made by a Greek

ship, Herodotus tells us that the Samians dedicated a tithe of their psrefits,

amounting to six talents, in the form of "a bronze vessel, like an Argolic

krater, with griffins' heads projecting all round", (li) He continues,
'This they set ud in their temple of Hera, supporting it with three

colossal kneeling figures of bronze, each seven cubits high". According
to usual proportions for griffin-cauldrons a support this size would

griffin pDotomes from tv/o to three cubits tall. Since the largest pro-

tome found in the German excavations of the Samian Heraeum is only 0.565 m.

tall (12), appears that nothing has survived of the Herodotean dedi

cation. Remains of griffin-cauldrons were especially numerous at the

Keraeum, however, and it is clear that the six-talent krater was merely

exceptionally large and elaborate example of a type of dedication

already popular in this sancituary.
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Historlans now generally date the voyage to Tartessus around 625 B.C.

There is no evidente outside the above passage for the use and meaning of

the term "Argolic krater", but it is clear that the big krater dedicated

on this occasion wascmade in Greece (-a varla.bloii beLwetih IIIH

1'"lfi"l 11i undociiclijil IllH fll l lv'ft'a" c l liiml H mIi1e

fnr till mm (in) i) and after a type which was already established as Greek,

the "Argolic". Examination of the surviving remains of griffin-cauldrons

suggests that a date around 625 B.C. would fit very well for the largest

and finest examples of bronze griffin heads of developed Greek style,

The very earliest griffin-cauldrons must have appeared in Greece at
least seventy-fine years earlier. On an Attic vase belonging to the period
of transition between the Late Geometric and Early Proto-Attic styles is

depicted an object m.ost easily explained as a griffin-cauldron on a conical
stand (14). The drawing of the protomes, eared creatures with open mouths

projecting from the rim of the bowl, leaves it in doubt whether they are
actually meant to be griffin protomes or whether they are lion protomes, wfe
which do occur in place of the griffins on some of the earlier examples of
this type of cauldron (15).

The picture of a griffin-cauldron on a ProtocorinthAAn aryballos of
the Ei^at Black-fi/gured Style in Berlin is clearer (16). Here the coni
cal stand With its torus-like crown is plainly represented. The two

protomes shown projecting from either side of the bowl are earless, as
Is the griffin-bird here shown in the act of admiring his bronze replicas

^ on the cauldron. Atripod-cauldron painted on the other side of the vase
t»alances the griffin-kauldron.

A Proto-Attic conical oenochoe in the Metropolitan Museum in New

York (17) depicts a cauldron with griffins similar to those on the Berlin

aryballos. White dots on their necks may be intended to represent the
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incised or stamped scale-pattern on the necks of the "bronze piDotomes.

The above vaae-paintings are useful mainly as giving a terminus

ante quern for the arrival of the griffin-cauldron in Greece. They are

too schematic to show accurately the form of the protomes or even the

number of protomes used to decorate a single aauldron. For the sake of
simplicity in drawing the artists shows only two protomes, one in full
profile on each side of the vessel. The most careful ancient represen

tation of a griffin-cauldron that we have is that on a large bronze

plaque found in the recent German excavations at Olympia (18). The

plaque is in the form of a tall rectangle, 0.78 m. high, with hammered

and engraved decoration in four rectafigular fields one above the other.
In the top field is depicted a griffin-cauldron on a sturdy conical stand.
Above a torus at the top of the cone the stand flares out again to form

a wide base for the bowl. The decoration of the stand is schematically

represented by horizontal bands, of which the lowest is dotted and the
middle one has a row of triangles. A tongue pattern adorns the flaring
Tapper edge of the support (19). The bowl is deep, with a fairly tteep
Shoulder, from which project four griffin protomes. These griffins are
Of a developed type, neither clumsy nor over-refined. Their necks are
sturdy, but show a graceful double curve. The wide-open beak is like
wise curved, and the ears are slender and pointed, but not excessively
long. Two spiral locks curl down each side of the neck.

A terra-cotta votive plaque from Tarentum (20) depicts in a less ^
oareful manner a griffin-cauldron which may be later than any of the
above. As on the Berlin aryballos, the griffin-cauldron is here shown

Side by side with a tripod-cauldron. Again only two protomes are shwwn,

though we must imagine that more were intended. These griffins appear

fo have slender necks with a strong double curve and long ears and knobs.

Ibe stand appears as an elaborate two-tiered structure with volutes
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projecting from it. It is doubtful whether these are to be literally

translated into three dimensions, hovever.

Payne mentions still another ancient picture of a griffin-cauldron,

one on a sherd in Aegina shoving "women drawing wine from a griffin-

deiaos" (21). This is anparently unpublished and Pa?ne does not describe

the appearance of the griffins.

Though by far the greatest number of actual remains of griffin-

cauldrons comes from excavations of the great Greek sanctuaries, the

only completely preserved griffin-cauldrons that we have come'from out

side of Greece. This is because the dedications in the sanctuaries were

cleared out from tirre to time and buried en masse without regard for thftir

futiiiiTfe preservation. These deposits yield a great wealth of fragmentary

material, often of the highfest quality, but little that is complete.

Some of the Etruscan graves of this period, on the other hand, contain

griffin-cauldrons complete with their stands. One from the Barberini

Tomb at Praeneste (22) corresponds to the pictures of griffin-cauldrons

on the Attic and Corinthian vases mentioned above. It is set on a

conical stand of bronze decorated with figures in repousse' and engraving.
On the steep shoulder of the bowl are fastened four protomes, two of lions

and tv^o of griffins, made of hammered sheet-bronze. The griffins have

thick necks, short ears, and bulging eyes. Between the eyes a stump-

like projection rises on top of the head. The workmanship of protomes

and stand alike is rather coarse and heavy.

A cauMron in the Bernardini Tomb at Praeneste (25) (found without

^ stand) had six hammered griffin protomes of the same heavy t>pe with

abort ears, btumpy crest, and thick, short neck. On the same vessel

^®3?e two winged handle-attachments with human heads of distinctly

®^iental aspect. These attachments resemble very closely some handle-

of the same type found in the Lake Van region of Armenia (24)*

''' ,1
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A number of similar examples have also been found in Greece, together

with attachments that show the same scheme but with form and features

thoroughly Hellenized (25). We do not actually know whether these

handle-attachments occurred together with griffins on the same cauldron

in Greece also, or whether the Etruscans combined two types (26). The
only case where handle-attachments were found together with their cauldron
in Greece there were nn griffins (27). In any case, the Etruscan examples
show that griffins and winged handle-attachments with human heads were

contemporary.

Atomb at Vetulonia, called after the finds "Circolo dei Lebeti",
yielded two cauldrons, one with six hammered griffin.protomes and two
winged handle-attachments with bearded heads and another with six lion

protomes and two handle-attachments with female heads (28). The second
was found with bronze and iron fragments that may have belonged to a

tripod stand. The other rested on a strange wheeled metal carriage of
a type which has been found in other Etruscan graves of this period (29)
and seems to be a purely Etruscan piece of furniture.

Prom the Regolini-Galassi grave at Caere comes a cauldron with five
lion protomes (30). It rests on a ring-tripod stand of iron. Another
cauldron from this tomb has a tall conical stand, both stand and cauldron
being decorated with animal friezes in repousse and engraving, and six

dragon-like lion protomes on long curving necks facing inward (31).
The style and workmanship of the whole is so peculiarly Etruscan that

this piece is of less interest than the others for the fayom of the Greek

cauldrons and their oriental prototypes.

In the grave tumulus of Ea Garenne at Ch^tillon-sur-Seine in Bur-
S^J^hy was fpund the only complete example that we have of a cauldron
with cast griffin protomes of the Greek type (32). The cauldron is

relatively shallow, with a rather flat shoulder and a wide everted rim.
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Four griffin protomes rise from the shoulder, facing outward but leaning

back toward the interior of the vessel instead of projecting out beyond
i

'1 the greatest diameter of the bowl as the protomes do in the earliest

cauldrons. The cauldron rests on a ring-tripod stand made of iron rods

with bronze fittings, a development of the type that had been in use in

Greece from the Sub-Mycenaean Peria3 on down.

In Greece the most linp(retsitre|remains of griffin-cauldrons are those
fourid at Olympia, both in the earlier German excavations in the 1870's

and 80'3 and in the more recent ones which began in 1956 and were inter

rupted by the war. Furtw*dngler's classification and discussion of the

finds from the earlier excavations in his publication of the bronzes from

Olympia remains the most com.prehensive treatment of griffin-ca-^ldrons to

date (33), jj q divides the Olympia griffins first into the two technical

I classes: hammered and cast. As basic traits of all the cauldron-griffins,

whether hammered or cast, he lists: a scaly neck, an eagle's head with

open beak, ears, a cylindrical or knoblike projection on the forehead,

one or two curls falling down from the top of the head on each side of

file neck. He makes the statement tha^t the hammered protomes undoubtedly

represent the earlier tyoe (34).

Purtwa'ngler publishes with catalogue n\imbers and drawings five
hammered griffins of the early type (36) and one of a developed type

contempoaary with the cast protomes (37). He lists nine additional

examples of the early type by inventory number only and mentions the

i^ock of another protome similar to the late one, as well as numerous

fragments of hammered protomes (39). Of cast griffins, he gives cata-
^°gue numbers and illustrations to six and lists eleven more by inven-

niimber. In additidn he mentions one which is not identified by

1^bmber and various fragments of ears, knobs, and points of tongues.

1
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Itie very earliest type of hammered griffin Furtwangler describes

as having short, blunt ears, simply conical in form Vifithout any hollow

ing for the ear-shell. The projection on the forehead is short, thikk,

and simply cylindrical. Between the eyes there is usuai:iy a row of

pointed warts, and the eyes themselves arc bulging. The skull is

narrow. The nfeck is thick and straight, vitbout swinging curves.

Slightly more advanced specimens have some indication of the hollowing

of the ear (at first only by engraved lines) and the beginnings of a

curve to the neek. Though the niunber of warts between the eyes does

not diminish in strictly chronological order, Furtwangler's earliest

example has five warts (40) and his latest has none (41). very

large hammered protome which resembles cast examples has long ears and a

profiled knob.

Furtwangler associates with the early hammered protomes at Olympia

those of the Bernardini cuuldron, as well as one protome in Karlsruhe (42),

one in the Louvre (4S)> and one from Praeneste in the possession of Prince

Chigi (44), He also compares the type with that of the griffin head on

famouH griffin-jug from Aegina in the British Museum (45).

^btwSngler does not discuss the type of protome which had the h^aql^
Cast and the neck of hammered bronze. He describes cast protomes in ,

general as having a broad flange at the bottom which was regularly

attached to the wall of the cauldron by means of three bronze rivets.
i . --iHe remarks that if the protome stood upright, the edge of the cauldron

[jinust have been sharply drawn in, and that this is confirmed by the La
j,

I Garenne cauldron. The type of griffin with low blunt ears and cylindrical
^li

bum-'p longer appears in the cast technique, he says. The ears are

long and pointed, and the projection on top of the head is always

IProfiled as a knob. Warts between the eyes occur only in relatively few

f: alw

* f-:
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examples, and these are ones v.hlch seem earlier in other respects too.

Purtw^ngler's earliest cast example is one with a low knob and two

warts between the eyes (46). He compares the shape of the beak to that

of one of the hammered protomes. The spiral lock, rendered in relief

on the side of the neck, is thick and has no incised ornament. The round

scales are stamped in.

His next example (47), which he calls still close to the hammered

type, has "threg, warts between the eyes, which are large and round. The

ears and.knob are still relatively short. The spiral lock is merely

engraved.

A more advanced specimen, which, however, still has the spiral

lock in relijgf, shows longer ears, a taller knob, and a much more elegant

curve to the neck and the beak. The eyes are now oval in shape (48).

Pollov^ing this comes the most elegant example in Furtw^fngler' s

list (49), the one which he calls contemporary with the great hammered

protome. its neck is thinner and has a finer swing than that of the

preceding griffin. The ears and knob too are slenderer and more elegant.

« The big spiral locks are engraved on each side of the neck, and a small

engraved spiral curls over each eye. One pointed v/art remains between

the eyes. Other, small examples are men"bioned as closely related to this
one. (50)

The next griffin in the catalogue is smaller than the above. (51)

It evidently gets its late place in the list from its knob, which rises

ijOn a tall, thin stem. Its top is in the shape of a pomegranate, a formIphich does not appear in other Olympia examples, though it is common in
ISamoa,

I Purtw^ngler does not publish any griffins whishh lack the spiral
^I locks altogether or any which show such long ears and knobs and slender

t^phoportiona as to be called 'over-refined", "decadent", or "merely ®Bo-
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'spiral looks (78), but no particular oomnent Is made on this matter.
More recent excavations at Delphi have extended the list of hammered

protomes by three new examples (79). In publishing the most recently
found of these, Pierre Amandry discusses briefly the origin and evolu
tion of the hammered type (80). He says that while there is no etldence
for dating to be gathered from the deposit in which this protome was
found, " the date of this type of griffin is sufficiently well established
by other discoveries: it is contemporary with the geometric style" (81).

M. Amandry divides the hammered protomes into three chronological groups
(82). The earliest Includes Purtwangler-s first two Olympia griffins,
the new early specimen from Olympia, the earliest of the three new
Delphi protomes (remarkable because it lacks the usual spiral locks),
the griffins from the Bernardini Tomb, and the small early cast griffin
from Delohi with the ring on top of its head. His second group consists
of the other two new griffins from Delphi, the next two from Olympia in
Purtwfingler's catalogue, a griffin from Perachora published by Payne (83),
and the griffins of the Barberinl Tomb. The last group includes only
the next latest of Furtwfingler •s hammered griffins and the griffins
from the Tomba del Lebeti in VeUulonia. In this grouping the lines
laid down by FurtwiJngler are again follow

M. Amandry declares that the origin of the protomes is undoubtedly
oriental, since the technique comes from the orient and the type of
griffin lerlves from the area which was under the influence of Assyrian

! art. He points out their similarity to the type of griffin-demon
• ®liown in reliefs from Tell H^laf, Sfcnjirli, and Catchemish, and

(I ®^gg©sts that the rolled-up beginning of the spiral lock on the tops
the heads of these demons may be the origin of the knoh on the heads

I Greek griffins (84). He does not positively commit himself on the
•^hestion of whether the hammered protomes were imported or locally
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made in Greece and Etruria^ Since they show a development in the direction

of the Greek type, one is tempted, he says, to beliive that they were

made in Greece at least from stage on, but one is faced with the problem

of explaining the development of the Etruscan type parallel to that of

the Greek type. "If these protomes are of Etruscan v/orkmanship, " says

M. Amandry," their evolution in this period is almost certainly indepen

dent of that of the protomes of the Greek mainland." He can only con

clude that this independent parallel development must reflect the same

sort of evolution in the country where the protomes originated. There

seems to him to be a slight difference between the Greek and Etruscan

protomes at each stage (85).

Another fairly large and representative group of griffins comes from

the Athenian Acropolis and was published by De Rldder in his Catalogue des

Bronzes Trouvees sur I'Acropole d'Ath^nes, which came out in 1896.

No hammered protomes were found there, but cast griffins are represented

all the way from the earliest cast type found at Olympia (86), heavy,

with slightly curved baak and plastic spiral locks, to the latest type

of slender spiral-less griffin found at Delphi (87). The group includes
a fine example of the large cast heads made to be joined onto a neck

of hammered bronze (88). The publication follows, without adding to,
the Purtw^ngler classification.

Single specimens of griffin protomes have been published from sites

all over Greece and a flew outside. In the temenos of Hera Llmenaia at

ferachora a protome of the early type was discovered (89). Because the
Walls of the protome increase in thickness from bottom to top, reaching

^ niaximum thickness of 5 mm., Payne concluded that this prototne and others

Of the same style were cast, not hammered from sheet-metal (90). M.

•Amandry specifically rejected this idea as far as the Delphi protomes f' '•'j

Ifcii!
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! originals". (95)

Payne also gives in this article a list of all the sites in Greece

i where griffin nrotorpes have been found, whether hammered, cast or clay
iJ

imitations (96). Besides the sites I have already mentioned, Greek

cast griffins haae been fgund in Samos, Chios, Ephesus, Rhodes, Kalauria,

Thessaly, Macedonia, the Argive Heraeum, and Laconia. Dodona should

probably be added 6o this list, for Carapanos publishes a broken-off

bJbonze knob which is profiled exactly like the knobs of one class of

cast griffins. (97)

The collection from the Heraeum in Samos, which remains completely

unpublished (88), is the largest collection of griffin protomes from
any one site. Scholars seem to have felt free in the past only to

'1I mention the existence and the size of this collection, but not to say

anything at all about its contents (99). Particularly striking is the

fact that the Germans themselves in discussing the new Olympia finds

preserved the same silence about Samos, though it presents close parallels

for some of the examples discussed, and the appearance of identical types
in East Greece and the Peloponnesus certainly deserves mention. Since

the great size of the collection was known, but its contents remained

obscure, it was impossible for any scholar to make generalizations about
jgriffins without throwing in the reservation that the Samos material
might change the pictotire.

The war and resulting conditions in Greece have put the Samos griffins

into an even stranger position. Lying on open shelves in the dusty, but

^rdamaged museum in Vathy, and presided over by an obliging phylakas,

they are now the only large group of griffin protomes in Greece which

be seen and studied by the ordinary student of archaeology (100).

the material on which all the published griffin-lore is based

^OMiains locked away (except for three fine protomes from the earlier
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Olympla excavations now on exhibit in the arhhaic rooms of the National

Museum in Athens), the Samian collection can be seen but not heard about.

There is no way of knov/ing whether there is any stratigraphic evidence

for the dating of these griffins, and even the numbers by which the

individual specimens might be designated have dftsapppared from many of

them. During a short stay in Vathy I looked through the collection and

made a few notes. In another section of this paper I shall attempt to

discuss briefly the relation of the Samos group to other Greek griffins,

though the situation makes it necessary that such a discussion be in

formal, inconclusive, and, above all, unpublished. It is to be.hoped

that before too many members of the collection perish of the bronze

disease v/hich is now attacking some of them, som.e one acquainted with

the Samos material will be able to publish these griffins, and either

,;to write the more compre^hensive study of Greek cuuldron griffins

which they suggest or at least, by releasing this evidence, make it

possible for someone else to do so.

.1 •. , «• ,• •" . >.•
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II. Development of the Greek Cast Griffin Type

There is general agreement on the fact that the griffin-cauldron

was first inticoduced into Greece from the orient, but it 4s apparent

from the introductory section of thes paper that few, if any, schojars

are willing to commit themselves definitely on the question of whether

the group of hammered protomes that we have or any part of it is actually
" I

oriental work. At present I am even less prepared than they to decide

such a question, tince the only example to Wiich I have had access is

the one in Samos, which, being crushed flat, cannot give an adequate

idea of what the object looked like in the round. Certain things suggest,

however, that most of them are importations. There are two other groups

of Greek bronzes of the orientalizing period which, are related to the

griffin-cauldrons, and in each of these we seem to have examples both of

oriental importations and of Greek imitations. This would suggest a

similar situation in the case of the griffins.

The first group is that of the winged handle attachments with human

heads Variously known as "siren attachments" or "Assur attachments" (1).
know that these were attached to the same tjjpe of aauldron, and in

Etruria at least to the same cauldron, as the griffins (2). Now the

attachments on the cauldron in the Bernardini Tomb ha^dthe same facial

the same shape of wings and tail (identical even to the number of
scallops^ ten on each wing and six on the tail), and the same drawing of

•the wing;^ and tail feathers as an attachmjeiit in the Dutuit 6ollection (3).
•

provenience of the latter is unknown, but the incised decoration on

the front of the bust is identical with that on attachments found in

Armenia near Lake Van (4). It thus appears virtually certain that the

Bernardini attachments are imported from the East, and, if they are.
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the griffins may well he so too.

The winged handle attachments found in Greece fall into two easily

recognizable groups, those which have oriental faces and the same general

style as the Bernardini attachments and those which have distinctly

Greek faces directly descended from the plastic art of the Greek geometric

period, and whose whole scheme is translated from the run-together

oriental form into a sharply articulated Oreek syntax. (5) Ihe most

striight-forward explanation for this difference would be that the first
*

group consists of importations from the East and the second group of Greek

imitations of these, carried out with characteristic Greek individuality.
The oriental group seems to show a progressive deterioration in quality —
the type does not develop and dhedfinds increasingly sloppy versions of it-
while the Greek group advances from sm.all, rather crude early attempts
to an excellent final product (6).

The same two groups and dual develooment seem to me to exist in
another famous series of orientalizing bronzes, the Cretan Shields (7).
These are associated with the handle attachments by various similarities

the engraved ornament which were noted by Emil Kunze in his monograph
°h the Cretan bronze reliefs (8) and with the griffins by the resemblance
Ih style between the Barberini stand and the Ide.an tympanon (9).

For the griffins it is naturally more difficult to tell what is and
not Greek stylo than it is for the other two groups of bronzes. The

liandle attachments have human heads which may be compared with the heads
bf Greek geometric figures, while the Cretan shillds have human and
animal types whose dependence on or Independence of earlier Greek types
mayebe pointed out, but the griffin is a new areature in Greece and we
have nothing, earlier with which to compare it. As M. Amandry has pointed
out, the fact that the hammered protomea develop In the direction of the
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from Delphi with cat-ears and a ring on the hack of its head which M,

Amandry listed together v/ith his earliest group of hammered griffins

(14).

There is a little pirotome in Samos ofh about the same size and

with a similar short neck, but it is not so close to the model (15).

It must be later than the Delohi one, for it has longer ears and a

funny, floral-iooking knob, but it is quite crude and tentative, not

fitting into any established type. The knob may lead on, however, to

a type which later does become canonized (16).

Other early cast griffins with short cat-ears appear in the form

of griffin-attachments with spread wings made to be riveted to the

outside of a cauldron in the same wa^ as the more common siren-attach-

iments. We do not know v/hethen the ones we have are aGreek contaminationn
I of the oriental winged bull or siren attachments and the hammered griffin

protomes or whether grifi'in^attachments as such already existed In the

East. One from the earlier Olympia excavations, now on exhibit in the

National Museum in Athens, must be one of the earliest Greek griffins (17).

haad is very narrow, effective from the side but not from the front,
and the details are rendered by incision, not by modelling. The knob

Appears only as a flat boss.

An attachznent from the Argive Heraeum is amaller and cruder (apparent

ly Without engraved detail), but of the same general type (18). A
griffin-attachment from Delphi, on the other hand, must be considerably

later (19). It'is like a miniature protome of the developed cast type

attached to a wing-and-tail plaque.

In general the knobs of the Greek cast griffins are the single

i'eature by which they can most readily be assembled into groups. As

^rtwSngler pointed out, the plain cylindrical knob of the hammered

Protomes does not appear on the cast ones (20). The few which do not

BiaKlliiMHttliiilillHittiMMKr - -- - •



have a profiled, knob have merely a flat disk in its place (22). The

hammered protome Olympia 793 (22), belonging to M. Amandry's first

group, is the only one which shows a rounded swelling at the top of
the cylinder. An early group of oast griffins (23) has knobs in this

Simple form, rather like a doorknob set on end, but in faoial form the
griffins of this group come closest to certain protomes in M. Amandry's
second group (24), which show a sharp offset from brow to nose, very
prominent watts, and large circular eyes faintly reminiscent of th
telescope eyes of the griffin-bird from Tell Halaf (25). Olympia 803
(26) and Acropolis 431 (27), with straightlsh beaks resembling that of
61ympla 794/ (28), have the protuberant eyes cast solid. The p
lock, rendered in relief, curls feebly at the end to a single lo p,
^teal spiral. Olympia 804 (29) is closest to the latest Delphi protome
Published by M. Amandry (30). Its big, round eyes are Inlaid In amber.
Ihe lock is Just as clux«sy as In the preceding two griffins,
^ngr^ved, not plastic. It seems to hold as a general prlnclpl
PUatic spirals are earlier than engraved ana engraved spirals are

•t- strictly appli®^ every case,'ctlier- than none, but this cannot be y
01, . . ^ mlv earlier than many griffins with plastic splOlympia 804 xs certainly earl

locks. The ears on Olympia 804. are no longer cat- ,
.. -i-vx^ a cp-pnuD are broken on.

^hort. The ears of all the others in th ,

^^tcihed in little groups of three strokes

riffin from Delphi (32) is not muoh, if at all,Th© chariot-pole gri under the ball-like i
U. . has added a little astragal under tne®r than these, but i , ^ the warts are a little
K T 1 q enj2:raved and the warts a-i
'̂ "1 Of the knob. The spiral lock is eng

Prominont.
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pomegranate group. One is a little iron protome with a clpmsy neck and

short, pointed ears (44). Its knob is an amorphous lobed affair sitting

directly on a conical projection of the top of the head. Abronze

griffin of which we have only the head shows a similar lobed'knob and

big, flat, almost triangular eyes (45). The beak of this one has
considerable curve, but is narrow in front view, while the width across

the back of the open mouth is very great. If it is a direct copy from
it would be from one at about the stage ofany hammered griffin type in wouxu

the Barberini griffins (46).

TWO cast griffins which seem to belong at the end of the early
period do not attach closely to any group. Tbe one is a small protome

with engraved double spiral locks and threefrom the Argive Heraeum, with engr , , ,, „
. 1A7) The rather heavy^ solid form.s relate it torather daintj-ywarts (47). m

instead of a knob it has merely a flat disk on
the doorknob group, but m ^

a The engraved spirals and the stronger curve to thethe top of the head. Th
beak nut it late in the early period.put it Ephesus. (48) It hat rather long ears .

The other is a ea troken off. The heavy
n the eyes. J-netwo warts betwee ^ contemporary with the later doorknob

^orms and round eyes make ^pesemble any other griffin that we
^^Iffins, though it does n
h^Ve,

Lffins
st gni-

B. Later ca ^ excavations at Dlympia and its
•u aA from the

The great cast heau rather outside the ordinary
^ri repl^^^^ _ . , . a- -._s

'̂ 0 less well-pr®^® '̂̂ ®'̂
^tegories of oast griffl"®* doorknob crests (50). No
Kw - +• vieads such a sharply hooked beak or

Sll,r griffin head of has pointed out, the head Is
V keenly pointed

date

\v ri«tes them later, but not much later,V Kunz®

1; :

' i'
' I •
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composed for the front view as well as for the side view, and the eyes

are moved forward so as to be effective from both angles (51). Aheavy

ridge running across the top of the beak below,the eyes serves to

separate the beak from the brow. There are no'̂ warts. The ears are
alinder and the tips swing a little forward Instead-of rising on a stiff •
vertical axle. In proportion to the rest of the head the ears are not
very long, but on: g smaller head they would have to be longer to give
the same effect. The knob, too. is smaller In proportion to the rest
Of the head than In griffins of orHlnary scale, but Its form, an Inverted
oone on a slender stem. Is Itself dynamic and upward-stralngng. (52)
It Is difficult to say how long it would take to go from

..V. -.-Plier group of large heads to the tense
Passive strength of the ear

Vitality of these. Whatever the Interval may have been. It was long
rv trace of roughness and simple, uncontrolled mass tonough for eve^ trac^

eellmanated ro^^^^ ^
be contemporary

n s in common with them the grand scale and thethe above. ,abe necessarily blunter because of the
Sharply curved baak. type that may be derived from
"^^chnlque. The knob is " ® .„verted cone types. The conical
a i-Yie doorknoh and 1 , 4. .^ comljiination of tne astragal, and is decorated

is inserted between ^ ^
an engraved petal pa griffin knob, and

fs t characteristhe. It is the mos „erely simplifications of It.

lost all the later resemblance between Ol^ia 797
H out the close

^54). Besides the identical knob-fomPurtwilngler po

the'cast
.rlflin Oly»P^«

iS^p^
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With a fine, uniform pattern of little pointed scales. The ears are

very tall and stiff-looking. The arched riflges ahove the eyes turn
into sharp arrises. These, and almost ma every other sharp edge on the
protome, are hatched with little, fine strokes. This and the fine all-
over scale pattern give this group its uniformly well-hred appearance.
The curve of the heak is inherited from the precdding group, but it

^ fierceness. The knob Is the same, except that Ithas lost some of its lierceneaa.
A The one example from Olympia "belonging4sually lacks the engraved petals.

H-m has them, however. The one wart has of course beento this group still has
,-M, nolished oompalp. For all^ their sleekness the griffinbanished from this p « 4. rrv,-

. f.epie or over-delicate as works of art. The stiff.Of this group ^ profiled knobs give them alook of stability,
straight ears an ojeoting brow-ridges give the heads breadth
and the heavy earlocks

jf ^ 'PT^on'fc • (63 }
When viewed from

There exists a general-

Slenderness Is exaggera e^^ the above group, but many
Ised. Some of the ^ gg^-rs are extremely long and thin.
Of them must be still la ^ ^tem. The beaks of
^hd the knob has beoo ^ j^ooked curve that is quite pleasing in pro-
theae griffin® babe a fme ^ ^.j^^i-aoterless in front view. The
''lie, but the heads are n _ . ,
%arp eyebrow ridge®

Tier groups have here been rounded and blurred
of

The eye sometim®^
ocket pierced for inlyy, but very often

a s

•.^y, Txit, T^ron^e. Agriffin from Kato Phana in
is simply cast sol^^ ^cimen. The large co®rse drawing of the

^^los is a good typ^oal to the preceding group (64).
^^^les is to be notic griffins in Samos are of this type.

A very large
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One of the finest examples there has ears 9 cm. long to a height of 24|

cm. for the whole protome (65). The type is also represented at Delphi

(66) and on the Athenian Acropolis (67), but not at Olympla. Three

Oreek protomes from BrojLio in Italy are also of this typeC*- It is
Emusing to compate them with a native Etruscan griffin protome from
the same site which looks like a caricature of the worst features of
this late Greek type. (69)

C. Where were Greek cast griffins made.
Ihere is no real evidence for the places of manufacture of the

various types of Greek griffins. Herodotus speaks of a cauldron "like
" pelng made at Samos. This would lead us to expectan Argolic krater" heing maae

en original Pelopcnnesian school and perhaps alater East Greek school
imitating it. Payne suggested that the early havered protomes might be
, ® .Others, noting that griffins without spirals turnedeloponnes an Olympia,

hp at various as ,

declared that the absence of the

There are numerous early griffinsQ^r©ek griffin (*71)
oriffin without spirals

.„ samos, and recently a late grlin
nth spiral looks i Samos material does give
W-turned up at Olympi® school subordinate

e that there was an a^asx.^ome reason to heli®"^ conool. All the main types found
.^ter West GreeK

*^0 an earlier and ce • form the
qente^ at 6a #

Olympla are repres ^^terial do not occur at Olympia.
1 bt th®^I'gest groups among O-rcek grifflii^Y'̂ ^^^ th '̂pomegranate

My candidates earlier griffins and the slender
among

^oup and its forS^ea ^piffin among the later ones. Both these
Ohio®

Se represented by th discussed here show a certain
with the

^••oups when compared.
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lack of articulation such as", is often attributed to East Greek archiic

sculpTliuBe in contrast to Attic and Peloponnesian, In general the

quality is poorer, and that would explain why the Samians imported the

West Greek griffins In all periods, but the East Greek griffins did

not spread so widely until the latest period, when perhaps the western
shops had stopped producing. I am not clear as to what. If anything,

eroun and the Chios type. Perhaps the
comes between the pomegranate gxuup

pomegranate group lasted later than equivalent early types In the west.:
Ih any case, the East Greek artisans must have been Influenced In the

X. .uv, To-i-A-r tvne by the western examples which they hadformation of the later type oy
The knobs of the latest type are certainlyContinued to be imported. The knoos o

4.4 nf the tall profiled type developed in the best^ simplification of the taxj. p
The more representational pomegranate knob might be saidWestern shops. J-he m • ^ i

florid East Greek spirit, while the architecturally
lo fit In with a more '

... U.erlng With the usual conception of Pelop-
Proflled knobs are morfn keeping wl
tnneslan qualities. British Museum grM^ln from Kamlnos

The group to whic^ ^^ inclined to regard
belongs has been oal «^ preserved specimens Is neither for
It as such. The-dlstr represented by a few specimens

htribution. The x^^p
against the p-riffins, but it has not turned up

th©^® are man„ &every site where fonns seem to descend so directly from
masse anywhere. seems betterto regard these handsome

. ftn6 that
group of Olympic «

"•".grade pwoduct for outside of Greece. StoyxKM
& uflVC bc®h

cast grlffih-

until more evidence turns up.
iffins as peloponnes griffins at Olympia suggests

j,e are no
The fact that tn ^ Qreek school may have stopped producing

^V* ^

Vt the peloponnesian ^^^^ch continadd to grind out a medium and
4- G-reeky

'^nier than the consumption. No first-rate

wmm AeUiMliMI
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The isolated specimens from Italy, Prance, and Spain are.all of the latest

type and may well have come from the same factories which oroduced the

I'ow on row of uninspiring heads in the museum in Vg.thy.

D» When were Greek cast griffins made?

This question is not being answered here. There is actually, I

believe, a considerable amount of evidence for dating griffins, though

the straightforward method of dating through stratification is not a

possibility here, mainly because the grlffln-oauldrons were sanctuary
Valuables which were kept on hand for a long time far before they found

their way Into the earth. Agood Illustration Is the early hammered
Srlffln from Perachora, which was found In a sixth century deposit (7S).

Imitations of grlffln-oauldrons In pottery should give some
help If an approximate date could be decided on for the vases. Ihe
Proto-Attlc standed bowl in the Keramelkos seems to correspond to
the earlier cast griffins, but this Is dated In the first quarter of

. .-imn-Jue h.. "..n r«tL.r oT.nfork.d,
Whether. The famous grim J fe . ^
V . nv very definite results. It most resembles hammeredhut still without any very

bbotomes of ..a , ,f„. ... i ft
in the proportions. In a work on Late "Hlttlteeoessltates some ^ shortly Ekrem Bey points out the resemblance

Sculpture which is t P the griffin-demon from
"f the lower jaw on t 720 B.C. He Is therefore In favor
Hje-Geuzy, as possible In the seventh XM
"f dating the griffin pottery as such are tending to date It
^^btury. Students of Cyc

er.

.3 second group, hnt the use as the spout of a jug

b99 follow the bronze types to some extent.
Griffins on metal reliefs are closer,

va

painted
-1 nf freedom,great dealshow a
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Footnotes to Section II

A list of all exaipples known is given by kunze, Kretische Bronze-
reliefs. Appendix II, PP- ^^67 ff. new examples from Olj^pia,
one froi Deles, and the tail of one from the Argive Heraeum have
to be added to this list.

Of. the Bernardini cauldron, F.J-2, 1919, pis. 52-54.
proehner, Collection Dutuit, Bronze antj^iies, nls. 55-9.
Kunze, loc. cit., nos. 3 and 4.

Compare m^^mpia Berlcht I, nls. 20 and 21.
,1 Aj^ attachment in Boston (A.M. 1930, Beil. 47)

ir:rSaily'brexa:?iril '̂I?fthe softer forms helng due to
weathering.

Kunze has attempted to P-ve that these shieldsmanufacture. has spted^lhat^they difference,
far as I know, I am rne xxx p

. V.etl sche Bronzerell^, Stuttgart 1S31.

Ibid., pi' 49.

See above. Section I, P- 14'©G aDovy^ ^

The possibility has sometimes been suggested
r H 1944-45, P' 73. T P were imported from Greece. The fact

^x±x""that the fins of the middle period in Italy, but
tLre are no would argue against this hypothesis,

only the earliest an
. • ^ T nv* 9, no t e 37.

l2. See above. Section , Puabove, n^f^ nl 34> no. 29, and pi. 40, no.
Kretische^ronzereiJJ^ ^
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58.

59.

40.
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43.
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45.
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Ol^^mpia 803; Acropolis 431; Olympia 804; Delphi 386, pi. X,5; Acro
polis 432.

B,C.h. 1944-45, p. 71.

Von Oppenheim, Tell H alaf, pi. XI.

Olympia IV, P* 122.

De Rldder mentionstUhe resemblance to 794.
Olympia IV, p. H^-

Ibid. , p. 122 •

B.C.H. 1944-45, pp. 67 ff., figs- £5-25, pl- VI.
De Ridd/er, o£.

Delphi 386, Inv. 3708.
ID II Pl. 47; Samos no number tht. 502Acrooolls 457; Olympia Ber^ O,Jl.^^_

cm.); Delphi 390, pl- XI, -L, ^ ^
must have belonged to a very large

A detached knob a griffin has a separate pin runninggriffin if it i^st be the origin of the bump on top.
throughil theknob. This m ^ 4.

t d as a group in H-TenTon ot the Samos example.
see above, note 53.
Olympia IV, 818, pl- ^LVIII.

-nr 805 nl* XLVII.Olympia IV, - (igcm.); J 657; Volo (from Velestino)
samos W7 aroheologiques a Pheres, nl. X^I,
Bequignon, B® _ ^,3; Delphi 379.
Delphi 380, P

/i^4- 14-2 ^*
No number (1^

see above, note 38.
Olympia

Delphi 380.

Delphi 379.
11-5- cm. )rnt. 1^

tfn number.
r/ cm. /

No number (Ht- ^«teln. Kunst_der_Et_rusiM^ pl. 103, shW
e view in the top of the head and the widthThe front VI ^grrown'j^^

clearly ^,aoK
across tn®

\1
K1

%




